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+5: Enhanced MSA Protective Eyewear
BERLIN, February 2013 – MSA adds five new models of safety spectacles and goggles to its
wide range of Protective Eyewear. Stylish design, extreme robustness as well as excellent
wearing comfort, are features to increase wearer acceptance and safety.

Alaska: The frameless design with metal parts sets new standards in stylish eyewear.
Lightweight and with padded nosebridge Alaska ensures all day comfort offering very good
impact resistance.

Blockz: The stylish and functional safety spectacles convince with features like sliding
temple adjustment and adjustable soft nosebuds ensuring a comfortable fit. The large wrap
around lens with good impact resistance provides excellent protection.

FeatherFit: The modern and lightweight spectacles for the entry level have a perfect price
performance ratio. With reliable impact resistance and snug fit wrap around lens FeatherFit
offers perfect vision and protection.

OverG: Designed to be worn over today’s small- and medium-framed prescription eyewear
the OverG features reliable impact resistance and full front, side and top protection. With a
great price performance ratio it is the perfect visitors spectacle.
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FlexiChem: The comfortable goggle with increased chemical resistance offers reliable
protection for various applications. With its acetate lens the FlexiChem resists splashes and
large dust particles. The pliable frame and indirect ventilation enhance comfort and fit.

Responding to a multitude of customer requests MSA also introduces four additional
versions of existing models to complete the portfolio. All MSA eyewear models are of high
quality and comply with all relevant European standards. They are used in many industrial
workplaces to protect against mechanical, chemical and radiation hazards.

For further information please contact your local MSA affiliate or visit www.MSAsafety.com.

About MSA
Established in 1914, MSA is the global leader in the development, manufacture and supply of
safety products that protect people and facility infrastructures. Many MSA products integrate
a combination of electronics, mechanical systems and advanced materials to protect users
against hazardous or life-threatening situations.The company's comprehensive line of
products is used by workers around the world in a broad range of industries, including the fire
service, the oil, gas and petrochemical industry, construction, mining and utilities, as well as
the military. Principal products include self-contained breathing apparatus, fixed gas and
flame detection systems, handheld gas detection instruments, head protection products, fall
protection devices and thermal imaging cameras.
MSA, based north of Pittsburgh in Cranberry Township, Pa., has annual sales of
approximately $1.2 billion, manufacturing operations in the United States, Europe, Asia and
Latin America, and 42 international locations.
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